Introduction

This volume presents the principal operations research (OR) tools that help in the
planning and management of all sorts of networks. The term “network” is to be
understood in a very broad sense. In effect, this term also designates physical
networks, such as road or railway networks, as well as logical networks, used for
complex project planning for example. In this case, the network elements
correspond to activities, and the interconnections describe temporal relations.
OR considers real problems in two phases: a modeling phase that corresponds to
the development of a mathematical model is followed by a solution procedure, exact
or approximate, and in general algorithmic. These two phases are closely connected
and OR proposes collections of models, adapted to numerous applications, as well as
the corresponding resolution techniques.
The models can be classified in two large categories, those based on an algebraic
formulation and those founded on the concept of graphs. These two models are
presented in Chapters 1 and 2 and the general solution approaches are in Chapter 3.
Then, in Chapters 4 to 8, some chosen applications are detailed. They concern
project management, collection and distribution networks, telecommunication
networks and graph models for mission planning of observation satellites.
Chapter 1 presents the main ideas of linear programming. This model is based on
basic notions of linear algebra. The goal is to optimize a linear function (maximize
profit, minimize distance covered, minimize transportation cost, etc.) by satisfying
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certain conditions (constraints). These constraints are linear (equations or
inequations) and model the use of finite capacity resources, distance limits, budget
restrictions, etc.
The fundamental concepts of linear programming are described: the type of
solution (basic solution), duality and the economic interpretation. However, the goal
of this chapter is situated more at the level of modeling than developing theory.
Software is easily accessible, mostly in standard form. The objective of this chapter
is to describe the use of a type of software and to show how the results can be
interpreted. Modeling by linear programming is very flexible and enables an
efficient solution to the problems, thanks to the simplex algorithm. But there is an
essential restriction: fractional value solutions must be accepted. Unfortunately, for
many of the problems, discrete variables (of integer values) must be considered and
they often take values 0 or 1 indicating a decision (a site, chosen or not, or a
resource, used or not). For these integer programming problems, an efficient
universal algorithm does not exist. The task of creating a “good” model becomes
much more difficult and requires us to exploit the particular structure of the
problem.
Graphs are extremely useful structures to describe and understand numerous
problems. These impressive modeling tools are detailed in Chapter 2. The graphs are
made up of vertices (depots, cities, clients) and of connections between these
vertices (routes, cables). Often other information is given, for example the quantity
of available merchandise in a vertex and the length or the cost of a connection (edge,
arc) connecting two vertices. These graphs, called valued graphs, constitute what are
called abstract networks. In this chapter, a large number of examples illustrate the
richness of this model. The usual concepts are introduced – paths, trees and flows –
with sometimes unexpected applications. Graph theory has created its own
algorithmic solution. These procedures can be an alternative to linear programming
with integer variables, or even in certain cases give the only possible access to an
efficient solution.
Chapter 3 presents the spectrum of diverse solution techniques. Some elements
of the complexity theory are given, distinguishing the easy problems, such as linear
programming in fractional variables or minimal length paths in graphs, and difficult
problems, such as integer linear programming or the traveling salesman problem.
Solution techniques are presented, including exact methods (branch and bound,
dynamic programming) and, in particular, approximate methods: heuristics and
metaheuristics (simulated annealing, tabu method and genetic algorithms).
Chapter 4 addresses the management and scheduling of large projects and, in
particular, describes the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). It is a
quite general tool, applicable to complex projects, such as construction of an
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apartment building, a ship or a dam, as well as large agricultural projects. This
method is based on a network of events whose arcs indicate the succession of the
different work phases necessary to realize the project. Without giving an exhaustive
list, some large spatial problems are described in the following chapters.
In Chapter 5, the management of large urban transportation networks, both air
and rail, is considered. Real applications are numerous: school transportation,
transport of the handicapped, assignment and determination of the hours of bus
drivers and locomotive engineers and crew rotation for an airline. It is remarkable
that for this multitude of applications a sole structure, described by paths that respect
a time interval in a space-time network, is applicable. The number of possible paths,
and thus the number of variables of choice in these models, can reach several
million. Consequently, even the linear relaxations of the problem can no longer be
solved directly by the simplex method. Other more elaborate procedures must be
used; for example the method of column generation, the object of recent research.
Chapter 6 presents other aspects in transportation networks that are connected to
the distribution and collection of goods to the clients. Two types of models emerge,
depending on the position of the clients. If they are found on the vertices of the
network (cities for example), the problem studied is a problem of vehicle tours,
related to the traveling salesman problem. On the other hand, if the clients are
situated along the roads, the problems lead to so-called Chinese postman problems.
In Chapter 7, large telecommunication networks are studied. Many actors
intervene in these networks and the quality of service becomes dominant for the
users. There are two large categories of telecommunication networks: fixed
networks with cable connections and mobile networks where communications are
made by radioelectric waves for clients who are moving in a certain territory. The
methods are different for these two types of networks. A whole range of OR
techniques is applied here: linear programming or algorithms in graphs, for example
coloring for the frequency assignment in a mobile radio network.
Finally (Chapter 8), the last problem presented concerns mission planning for
observation satellites. Satellite users demand images of terrestrial strips to be made
while the satellite turns around the earth on its orbit. A uniform graph model is
developed to describe a sequence of images without conflict and respecting all the
constraints.
Thus, based on the two types of OR formulations, linear programming and
graphs, numerous applications, especially in networks, have been described and
modeled. By then calling upon OR solution techniques it was possible to obtain
efficient algorithmic solution methods, exact or approximate, in order to help in the
decision-making process.

